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FIELD OBSERVATIONS ON WILD ROSES
OF THE WESTERN UNITED STATES*
EILEEN WHITEHEAD EItLANSON
HE writer made a trip in the autumn of 1928 for the pur-.
pose of studying and collecting seeds of western wild roses.
Stations were visited in Utah, Nevada, Oregon, California and New
Mexico.
T

PARALLEL VARIATION OR HYBRID SWARMS?
The most striking general phenomenon in any large series of
wild roses is the occurrence of certain minor characteristics in each
of the larger species groups or collective species, and their combina
tion in almost every possible manner. This fact has been observed
in other genera (Vavilov, 12; Hall, 5) and has led to attempts at
tabulation of the total possible number of rose "species."
The characteristics in question are for the most part those that
hurst (6) classes as "varietal and formal characters."
Field
observations confirm this view. It is probable that these variations
are Mendelian in behavior and, if they occur in every interbreed
ing population, they are obviously of little use for distinguishing
species. They are concerned chiefly with the prickles, indument of
leaflets, teeth, hip form and sepals, and are listed below:
Prickles, straight; curved or deflexed; absent
1,e.afints, thin, him glahroii, pubeMeetit, glaiiiliilar-,iibcrulcri t
Teeth, simple and eglandular; serrulate and gland-tipped
Hips, pyriform, ampulliform or urceolate; globose, depressed-globose
,Sepals, smooth, glandular-hispid
* Paper from the Department of Botany of the University of Michigan,
No. 306, representing work carried out under a National Research Fellowship
in the Biological Sciences.
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Theme CliItIitClOIiMtieM 'VVT0 Ol)I4PrVO(l in:
(a) The group of Rosa ll'ooth,ii (diploid), lu ULith and Noviula.
(b) The group of Rosa pisocarpa (diploid), in northern Californiii, And
Oregon.
(c) The group of Rosa californica (tetraploid), in California.
(d) The group of Rosa nulkana (hexaploid), in northern California and
Oregon.
(e) In Rosa gymnocarpa (diploid), in California and Oregon.
It has been custoniary in the past to describe the plaits in each
group showing different combinations of these characteristics as
species. This leads to artificial classification, owing to the trivial
nature of the characteristics often used to separate whole groups of
species in an analytical key (Rydberg, 9). In R. gyninocarpa even
Dr. Rydberg (8) admits that Greene's species founded on these
variations are (with the exception of the pubescent R. Bridgesii)
only "tentative species" or "fairly good varieties," and that many
"are hardly worth naming as forms." The more the writer studies
the other North American collective species in the field and garden,
the more convincing it becomes that the species in other groups,
based on such variations, are no more reliable than those in the
Gymnocarpae.
The frequency with which these variants occur within each
species and in different geographical areas is important, but this
could be expressed more clearly if they were represented in tabu
lar form under the main species. The method suggested by
Vavilov (12) might be followed in Rosa; that is, each minor
characteristic could be designated by a letter, then the various
combinations expressed as a formula, thus obviating the necessity
for multiplying indefinitely the specific or varietal names. Vavilov
proposes (his nw(hod for designating parallel variations, but
Babcock and Clausemi (1) have pointed out that the term "parallel
variation" "should be confined to the independent origin of
parallel series of variations in distinct species," and not to Men
delian recombinations. The roses of North America seem to be
of the kind of groups that Cockayne (3) calls "hybrid swarms,"
and as yet nothing is known of the parts played by hybridization
and mutation in the production of the variations. I have reported
the occurrence of many combinations of "specific characteristics"
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within the plogelly of ono i1aiit of It. blanda var. ylandulosa
(irlansou, 4)
Scattered plants of the western roses were observed bearing
many aborted hypanthia together with few, and sometimes no,
normal hips. These often grew among plants bearing numerous
plump hips. Such plants were seen in all the major species, with
the exception of R. gymnocarpa. This observation agrees with
the discovery of a large percentage of sterile pollen among native
wild roses, a pheimoinenon generally thought to be indicative of a
hybrid condition.
THE DIPLOID ROSES
Cytological studies have shown that the majority of the west
ern Cinnamomeae are diploid with fourteen somatic chromosomes.
These species are widespread in the region visited, being charac
teristic of stream banks, ditches and lake shores. In the artemisia
piñon regions of the Great Basin, roses of the R. Woodsii Lindl.
affinity are to be found wherever there is a little seepage or enough
water to support willows. The summer of 1928 was an unusually
dry season and a small stream near Virginia City, Nevada, had
dried up completely. Large willows and roses growing beside it
were shriveled and dead, showing that water is the limiting factor
for their growth and survival; also that the margin of safety for
them is small.
All the diploid Cinnamomeae seem capable of forming tall,
much-branched bushes and thickets by means of underground
stems, the usual height being 6 to 10 feet. Under favorable condi
tions they bear flowers in corymbs on long lateral branches.
The Group of Rosa Woodsii Lindi.
The types belonging to the group of R. Woodsil have been
tabulated in Table I according to the combinations of character
istics shown. These forms all have relatively narrow sepals,
2-3 mm. wide, which are usually eglandular. The sepals may be
short (10-15 mm. long) and entire, or long caudate with 1-4 small
lateral pinnac. The prickles are characteristically slender and
terete. The roses of Utah and Nevada belong predominantly to
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this group. Scattered plants were also observed in the Sierra
NOVInIItS of northern California, and in southern Oregon, as well
as in the Mojave Desert and in southern New Mexico.
TABLE I
COMBINATIONS OF CIIA1IACI'anIsTtcs IN THN GROUP
or Rosa lVoodsu
A. nip ai.ouoss
a. Prickles straight
Leaflet glabrous Leaflet pubescent Leaflet pubescent Leaflet glabrous
and eglandular
and glandular
and glandular
R. Woodsii
R. Macounii
R. Fendleri
R. hypoteuca
R. nio?uwensis
R. ultramoniana
R. gr&issiina
b. Prickles deflexed or curved
R. Woodsii
R. puberuienta
R. adenosepala
R. arizonica
R. granulifera
e. Unarmed
R. salicetorum
B. HIP PYRIFORM
R. neomezicana
R. Woodsii
R. pyrifera
In Utah
In the vicinity of Salt Lake City the forms R. Woodsii and
R. Macounii Greene are very common along streams and ditches;
the glandular R. Fendleri Crépin is infrequent.
The following variations were noticed in one group of plants
idong a creek with a distance of about half a mile:
Sterns. -Almost unarmed. Green or reddish and glaucous. Pricklos straight.
or curved on the same bush.
Leaflets.' - Narrow elliptic or ovate, broadly obovate or oval (sometimes on
the same bush).
Hips. - Globose or with a slight neck or acute base. Small hips with many
aborted achenes. Several vigorous bushes had aborted hypanthia and
shriveled unopened flower buds, but no fruit.
Sepals. - A bush of R. Fendleri had small globose hips and short, spreading
or reflexed sepals which were brittle and partially deciduous.
Note that this is the distinction used to separate R. ultramoniana and
R. Macounii.
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The clump of R. pyrifcra from which a seedling with sixteen
chromosomes had been obtained (Erlanson, 4) was visited. The
plants have glabrous foliage and resemble R. Woodsii in habit, with
pyriform fruit. Some plants bore abundant hips, but others had a
few small ones together with aborted hypanthia and dead un
opened flower buds.
The aspen-spruce zone was visited in Summit County, Utah,
and both diploid and bexaploid roses were found at an elevation of
7,000-8,000 feet. Among the diploids were R. puberulenta Rydberg
and some almost unarmed R. Macounii, 3-4 feet high. At the end
of September the latter bore small globose green hips with very
few achenes or no fruit at all.
Pubescent branches
Some clumps of roses 4-5 feet high, in the mountains of Summit
County, were noticed with all the young shoots and branches finely
puberulent. Several of the hypanthia had aborted and the well
developed hips contained only a few achenes. The plants differed
from R. puberulenta Rydberg chiefly in the puberulent stems and
pedicels.
The character of pubescent twigs and pedicels has not been
reported before in American diploid roses. It is characteristic of
time Asiatic diploid R. rugosa and of the polyploid R. Durandii of
Oregon. Flowering sprays of a diploid specimen with pubescent
stems were seen in the herbarium of the California Academy of
Science, collected at Bingham, Utah, by M. E. Jones in 1880.
Later, on the shores of Lake Tahoe, Nevada, I found two clumps of
I, uifranioniana (S. W1LfM,) Holler, 0110 or which had (Intisely
puberulent twigs and pediccis, and the other glabrous twigs and
puberulent pedicels. This is a case in which Vavilov's idea of
representing variations by a formula would be helpful in showing
the actual relationship and make-up of these forms, which may not
be identical, yet all of which possess this unusual characteristic.
In western Nevada
In Washoc County, Nevada, thick hedges of diploid roses
6-10 feet high grow along ditches and streams. Plants of R.
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Fendicri and Ï?. Wood-iii were rare, but could usually be found in a
largo stand. 1?. Macounii was the cominoncs( form. Many bushes
had ellipsoid hips and would fall under R. pyrifera ltydbcrg.
R. salicetorum Rydberg is a vigorous unarmed diploid, and is
frequent along streams near Reno. Some of the unusual combina
tions of characteristics observed here were:
1. R. Macounii
Leaflets almost glabrous, except the midrib
Leaflets finely puberulcut on both surfaces
Achenes basally attached
2. R. pyrifera
I subis almost, glid rons
Aehenes mostly basal
Prickles curved and straight on the sanie bush
Unarmed (This might be called R. salicetorum with pyriform fruit)
3. R. Fendleri
Prickles curved and straight on the same bush
On the eastern shore of Lake Tahoe there are many clumps of
roses belonging to R. Macounii and R. ullramontana.2
In the arid sage brush country surrounding Pyramid Lake only
R. ultramontana (S. \Vats.) Heller and R. Macounii Greene (R. grosseserrala A. NLls.), as found in the Rocky Mountains and Sierra Nevadas,
are separated by very unreliable characters. R. ultrainontana has "elliptic
or oval leaflets, usually rounded at both ends, dull green on both sides"
(Rydberg, 9); R. Macounii has "leaflets obovate, usually cuneate at the
base . . . Pale beneath." Likewise, the former has petals "1.5 cm. long or a
little more'' and lise latter " petals al)out 2 cm. long.'' Anyone who bus sL,slied
rose cultures will know that these charaoterisLioa eau be fonuiul ill tomusuingbeil
on many individual bushes in Cinnamomeae. Rydberg (8) states that R.
uUranwniana "is closely related to R. pisocarpa and distinguished from that
mainly by the sepals which are not at all glandular." Yet I have seen her
barium specimens in California with smooth sepals determined as R. pisocarpa
by Dr. Rydberg, and quite correctly. R. pisocarpa is distinguished from the
R. Woodsii group by its fine serrations and usually ascending prickles, its
broader and shorter sepals and thin-walled hypanthia with rather small
achenes. R. ultramoniana (which R. grosseserrata A. Nels. also resembls)
appears to be a geographical race of the group of R. Woodsii belonging to the
Rocky Mountains, the Sierra Nevadas and to Oregon. R. Macounii was
designated by Greene to refer to the lower, more bristly forms of the "dry
elevated plains." In these notes I have continued to follow the nomenclature
of the North American Flora (Rydberg, 8), since this is used by most students
of Rosa.
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two colonies of itosa were discovered, both on the west shore of the
lake. There were several large solitary thickets, 5-7 feet high, the
stems armed with flattened, strongly curved prickles and bearing
'small solitary hips (many of which had been half eaten by birds).
These isolated plants agree very well with the description of R.
granulifera Rydb. They are stouter plants than the Arizona
specimens of this form and are remarkable for the laterally com
pressed, hooked prickles. The leaflets are pubescent and glandu
lar-granuliferous beneath with simple teeth.
All the roses seen in Nevada were apparently diploids belonging
to the group of R. Woodsii.
In northern California and southern Oregon.
Beside the many shallow streams of the upper Feather River
region, south of Mount Lassen, an abundant growth of diploid
roses was seen. These belonged to the R. Macounii and R. ul
tramontana forms and were similar to those on the eastern slopes
of the Sierra Nevada range. No plants were observed with glandu
lar foliage. Several with pyriform hips would be classified as.
R. pyrifera, some of which were almost unarmed. R. puberulenta
was collected and also a specimen which appeared to belong to the
group of R. californica C. & S. The latter will be referred to below
under tetraploid species.
No roses belonging to this group were observed in the upper
Sacramento Valley nor around Ashland, Oregon. Near Jackson
ville, Oregon, a group of completely tmnarmned plants, only 1-2 feet
high, was found growing on a gravelly bank. The stems were stout
and bore corymbs of large globose ripe hips on short lateral shoots
on October 7. Those leaflets which had not fallen were ovate,
pubescent and glandular-granuliferous beneath, and had coarse
teeth. It was not possible to place it in any of the named forms,
though it most nearly resembled R. blanda Ait, of the eastern
United States.
Two bushes of R. puberulenta were found on a river bank in
Medford, Oregon. One had corymbs of ripe hips full of achenes;
the other, close by, had many aborted hypanthia and only a few
full-grown hips.
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In the arid Southwest
The group of R. Woodsii forms the characteristic diploid rose
flora of the Rocky Mountains and of the Great Basin. It is
also found far to the south in moist places in the arid regions.
Two stations of R. mohaven.sis Parish were visited on the edge of
the Mojave Desert at the foot of the San Bernardino Mountains.
These plants are indistinguishable from R. Woodsii. The leaflets
are small, of varied outline and not strikingly shiny. Some
aborted flower buds were observed and a few solitary hips in mid
November; the rest had been eaten by birds.
In southern California, Arizona and New Mexico, vlierc pu j ta
ble habitats are very limited, one variety of Rasa may become
established in a locality beside a spring and may soon fill all the
available moist ground by the means of underground stems. Cul
ture experiments are necessary to show whether or not isolation
has resulted in the production of a true breeding race (Clements,
2; Hall, 5).
R. neomexicana Cockerell in the Membris Range of southern
New Mexico resembles forms of R. Macounii with ellipsoid hips,
as seen in the Great Basin. Other species which belong to this
group and are found in isolated stations in the southwest arc:
R. gratissima Greene, R. adenosepala Wooton & Standley, R.
hypoleuca Woot. & Stand., R. arizonica Rydb. and R. granali
fera Rydb.
The Group of Rosa pisocarpa A. Gray
From the slopes of Mount Shasta and the Siskiyou Mountains,
northward and westward, the rose flora has a very different aspect
from that of the Sierra Nevadas and Great Basin. The diploid
forms of Cinnamnomeae here belong to the Rosa pisocarpa complex,
and, except near Medford, Oregon, no specimens of the R. Woodsii
group were observed.
The forms in this group have been tabulated in Table II.
No specimens with glandular foliage have been found.
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'1'A1i1J' lE
COMBINATIONS OF CHARACTERISTICS IN THE GROUP
OF R. pisocarpa
PRICKLES STRAIGHT
a. Hip globose
Leaflets pubescent
Leaflets glabrous
Leaflets glandular
R. pisocar pa
Unarmed
R. anacantha
b. Hip J)yriforrn
It. (Jopclandii
U. j(i5tWO(,iljaC
Unarmed
R. Pringlei
The following unusual combinations of characters were ob
served:
1. R. pisocarpa
Foliage glabrous
Foliage glabrous except on the midribs
Almost unarmed, hips variable in shape
Sepals glandless
Sepals eglandular, pubescent
2. R. Copelandii
Almost unarmed
Sepals gland-hispid
Rhachis of leaflets pubescent
3. R. I'ringtci
Hips solitary
Sepals and pedicels glandular hispid
Sepals reflexed, pedicels glandular
Leaflets almost glabrous
Local Variations
In some localities unusual and local forms of Rosa are present.
This was most striking in Ashland Cañon, Oregon. For about two
miles along a moist, semishaded, rocky defile many rose bushes
related to R. pisocarpa A. Gray were growing. The effect of the
shade and moisture seemed to be to increase the size of the plants
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and to render them nearly sterile. Many of the bushes were 10-12
feet high, with weak slender stems and branches and only a few
solitary hips. The majority had pyriform or urceolate pendent
hips, glandular-hispid sepals and almost glabrous foliage. They
did not fit into any of the iia;ned forms. Such variants should be
nanwd if they breN! true and retain their anomalous characteristics
when t n$1)IIUltÂ'd to an experiniont garden.
In the Willamette River Valley
In Oregon in October a visit was fortunately made to Cor
vallis, where Professor II. M. Gilkey kindly took nie where wild
roses were most abundant. In one lane there were continuous
hedges of wild roses for a distance of over half a mile. They
belonged to the R. pisocarpa group intermixed with a good many
polyploid relatives of R. nutkana.
The four forms, R. pisocarpa, R. Eastwoodiae Rydberg, R.
Copelandii Rydb. and R. Pringtei Rydb., were found and some
with anomalous combinations of characteristics. Plants of E.
Pringlei were very vigorous, 6-8 feet tall, with large compound
corymbs of hips on lateral branches and sepals densely glandular
hispid. A similar plant on the Willamette River, with hips 1-3
together, had leaflets which were glaucous and almost glabrous
beneath.
Rosa pisocarpa x hexaploid species
Two large bushes were found in the lane near Corvallis, one of
which produced almost entirely aborted hypanthia and the other
about fifty per cent of aborted fruit. The plants both had the
habit and armature of R. nittkana, but the hilloresceiiee wits
coryinbosc. Bothhad glandular sepals and leaflets resembling those
in R. pisocarpa, but conspicuously glandular-granuliferous beneath.
The bush, which had about half of its fruits developed, had the
young branches finely puberulent and glandular, as in R. Durandii.
The latter, which is probably hexaploid, grew close by. These ster
ile and seniisterile bushes are suspected of being R. pisocarpa x
Durandii. A specimen from Montana was referred to R. nut kana
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x pisocarpa by 1ly(lberg (0), who says nothing about the amount
of good fruit.
On the Pacific Coast
A few chimps of R. pisocarpa were observed in the Coast
Range west of ( n'vaIlls. Along the I'aei fie Coast, iiear Newport,
Oregon, the horn is rich in I'ricaeeae arid no roses were found.'
The southern coast of Oregon was not visited, but at Crescent
City, Del Norte County, California, diploid and hexaploid roses
are common, as soon as one descends from the Sequoia-covered
slopes to the alluvial flats. The diploid roses here are typical R.
pisocarpa and R. Pringlei. These species were not seen south of
Crescent City. The coast here is edged by cliffs and roses should
be looked for on alluvial land in river estuaries.
Rosa gymnocarpa Nuttall
R. gymnocarpa Nutt. was first seen in northern California near
Mount Eddy. It is a quite variable species, yet all attempts at
splitting it into many species have failed. It is remarkable among
American roses for being shade-tolerant. The Cinnamomcae are
often unable to set a normal amount of fruit even in semishaded
situations. The most flourishing and fructiferous bushes of It.
gymnocarpa seen were partially shaded. Plants growing in the
open and on dry mountain sides were usually stunted and almost
devoid of hips.
This speces has completely glabrous large achenes (5 mm.
long by 3 mm. thick) and there are only from one to seven in each
hip. Bushes were observed in which every hip was ellipsoid with a
distinct neck, regardless of the number of achenes, so that hip
shape is not always dependent, as Rydberg (8) suggested, upon the
number. In semishade some plants were found with hips 10 mm. in
diameter and as much as 15 mm. long.
The time at which the calyx and styles are shed varies a great
R. rubiginosa L. is common as an introduced weed in meadows in Oregon.
In favorable habitats it may reach gigantic proportions; bushes over fifteen
feet high were seen near Medford.
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deal. On some bushes, in the interior of California, the septtlH
were reflexed on large ripe hips in October, while on others they
had all fallen.
A graceful bush nearly 5 feet high, on the lower slopes of
Mount Eddy, agreed with the diagnosis of R. dasypoda Greene,
except that it had large ellipsoid hips.
II, (fl/usmkarJa (s c'ointnon (liroiighci,t (lie iskiyoti Mnuitu.iiis
and is found at the border of woods In the Willamette Valley at,
only 300 feet above sea-level. It is the only rose associated with
the Sequoia, growing in openings in the forests. It was observed
on Mount Tainalpais, Marin County, California, and on the hills
near Berkeley. No plants with pubescent leaflets were found
throughout its range. This variation is rare.
Rosa .stellata Wooton
The type locality of R. stellata Wooton was visited in New
Mexico. Here clumps of low bushes grow scattered over about
half an acre of mountain side. Most of the bushes had only
aborted hypanthia and, after a careful search, only one hip was
found containing achenes.
TitFi IIP,,XAPIOTD ROSES
The hexaploiti roses seen on this tnt) wore all related to R..
nulkana Presi. This complex is made up of the following forms
tabulated in Table III, as well as other unnamed combinations of
variations. They are all characterized by having well-developed
paired infrastipular prickles, the flowers solitary or two or three
together, and large thick-walled hips containing from forty to
fifty large pubescent achenes 4-5 mm. long.
It will be noticed that in this group glandular foliage pre
dominates. Any of the forms may have glandular pedicels and
sepals.
Hexaploid roses in Utah
In Summit County, Utah, both R. oreophila Rydb. and R.
Spaldingii Crépin were found at an altitude of between 7,000 and
7,500 feet.
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TABLE III
COMIIINA'rIONR OP CplAltAc'rJiusr1ca IN 'rus GROUP
o R. nulkana
The species marked with an asterisk (5) have not been examined cy
tologically as yet. They are considered by taxonomists to be related to R.
niutkana (Rydberg, 10) and they resemble American hexaploid species in funHIPS OLOIhoSE
a. Prickles straight
Leaflets glabrous Leaflets pubescent Leaflets pubescent Leaflets glabrous
and eglandular
and eglandular
and glandular
and glandular
Unnamed type
R. ,Spaldingii
R. nutkana
R. muriculata
from Mt.
5R. Brownii
Shasta City
(Dwarf = 5R.
yainacen3is)
b. Prickles curved
5R. coumbiana
R. melina
*1?. oreophila
R. manca
(a dwarf is 5R
myriadenia)
Branches
pubescent
R. Durandii
1?. useojuhiiit I %ILH fil I II('(' II examIil R'( I i,t I(II ugiciti ly, IIII t i t. hits t,Iic
characteristics of a hexaploid. The bushes were about one meter
high and at the end of September the solitary, pendent hips had
already ripened and dried, showing that the plants had bloomed
early. R. Spaldingii was found a few hundred feet higher up the
mountain among the aspens. It bore solitary hips which were
colored, but not yet soft. Some plants of the latter species had
deflexed prickles and glandular-hispid pedicels.
Group of Rosa nutkana in Mount Shastà region
The roses seen near Mount Shasta with the habit of hexaploids
were all closely related to R. nutkana. A plant was found near the
base of Mount Eddy with perfectly glabrous and eglandular
foliage and simple teeth. This is an undescribed variety of R.
nuikana, which belongs in the space in the first column of Table
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III. One giant plant of R. nutkana was found on a sernishaded
stream bank, which was eight or nine feet tall with several aborted
liypanthia, as well as green well-developed hips, which, however,
contained ninny aborted achencs as well as some with embryos.
The son iisterlIl ty n iay have boot due to lack of light,.
According to ltydbcrg (8), R. .Browuii Ity(lb. is the commonest
form of the group of R. nutkana in this region. I found plants
that agreed with his description of R. Brownii; others were
typical R. nutkana. Still others had stout ascending prickles like
R. nutkana and leaflets finely puberulent beneath; these would
be classed as R. Brownii from the leaflets, and as R. nutkana from
the prickles. This is another example of the inadequacy of the
current method of segregating species on the basis of characters
which may be combined in every possible way and may even vary
on one and the same individual.
Many of the plants of R. nutkana, both near Mount Shasta
City and in Del Norte County, California, had the sepals spread
ing and reflexed on the mature hips.
In the Willamette River Valley'
The hexaploid roses near Corvallis belonged to the group of
R. nutkana, ninny different varieties and combinations of which
were found. The hedgerow mentioned above, in which the sterile
hybrid bushes were growing, also contained R. Durandii Crpin,
typical R. nutkana and the form with glandular-inuriculate leaflets,
R. muriculata Greene. One large clump of the latter had many
solitary, ellipsoid hips, acute at the base and with short necks.
A pyriform fruited form has not been reported heretofore in this
group. Dr. W. E. Lawrence, of the Oregon Agricultural College,
collected the sanie form near Skelton, Washington.
The rare R. Durandii has branches and turions puberulent and
finely glandular. The stout, flattened prickles are also finely
puberulent and, on the Oregon plants, varied from curved to
straight. The foliage of R. Durandii is coarse with oval, rugose
leaflets which are pubescent and glandular-granuliferous beneath.
It has the habit and inflorescence type of a hexaploid and belongs,
apparently, to the group of R. nutkana. The foliage resembles
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that of the Gallicae rose species, which, under Dr. Hurst's scheme,
are AACC tetraploids. R. Durandii may happen to be one
of the missing hexaploids, AACCI)D or AACCEE4 (hurst, 6).
This species is represented in very few herbaria; the only speci
mous sneu by the writer aro Eliliu hail's original specimens from
"Oregon," collected in 1895. Rydbcrg (9) reports only two other
collections, both from the valley of the Willamette River. Ryd
berg also doubtfully refers two other specimens to this species
because they possess pubescent branches.
Rosa nutkana on the coast of northern California
The group of R. nutkana grows along the coast in northern
California in alluvial soil. At Crescent City both R. Brownii and
R. muriculata were collected.
At Eureka there are colonies of normal R. nulkana and also a
few with bristly fruits resembling R. MacDougali Hoiz. (R. nutkana var. hispida Fernald) of the northern Rocky Mountains.
These plants were not encountered when I was at Eureka, but
herbarium specimens were seen at the University of California
and the collector, Mr. J. P. Tracey, kindly sent me ample fruiting
specimens of both forms. Mr. Traccy wrote that "the prickly
fruited ones are from a colony which occupies a space of about
twenty square feet. It is surrounded by the usual smooth-fruited
form, which is abundant in the locality. I believe that all the
prickly-fruited colony here is developed from one original plant."
He has also collected specimens with bristly fruits at Alton, south
of Eureka.
The normal R. nutkana from Eureka had achenes 3.5-4 mm.
long and from 30 to 45 in each hip. The form resembling R.
MacDougali had achenes 6-7 mm. long and only one to eight had
developed in each hip, though many of the hips were globose and a
centimeter in diameter. If this form is also highly pollen-sterile,
Hurst thinks that there are only five primary diploid groups or species
in Rosa, each of which possesses a "double septet" (seven pairs) of chromo
somes and which he designates as AA, BB, CC, DD and EE species. The
polyploid forms, under this scheme, are made up of various combinations of
the characters and chromosomes of the five diploid species, the chromosomes
of each "septet" always remaining together.
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it would seem to be an example of a mutation which causes
sterility as well as liMpid liypaiithia. Such a phenol iieitoii will
finiher ) II)Iteate (lie (ktoetlon of will liyhrids in Itosa by (he
criterion of pollen sterility.
Il. muriculata, with the turions densely setaceous, as well as
prickly, was collected in October, 1928, along the coast six miles
south of Casper, Mendocino County, by H. L. Mason and Lucile
Roush. 11caploi(l roses may, therefore, range farther south on
the Pacific Coast than is shown in my distribution map (Erlaim
son, 4).
TETRAPLOID ROSES
The Group of Rosa californica
Roses of the West in the group of R.californica are tetraploid
and are almost entirely confined to California and Lower California.
Occasional plants may be found in southern Oregon (Rydberg, 9)
and on the eastern slopes of the Sierra Nevadas in Nevada.'
The roses in the group of R. californica are all characterized by
possessing well-developed infrastipular prickles and short pedi
eels. The flowers are usually borne in corymbs on long lateral
branches and flowering turions may be produced under favorable
conditions. The named forms and varieties have been tabulated
in Table IV.
In northern California in the interior
A single plant agreeing with the diagnosis of R. myrianiha Carr.,
as given by ltydberg (0), was found beside a stream in Plumas
County at an altitude of about 4,700 feet, IL had no flowering
turions, but otherwise resembled specimens from Nevada City,
California, which were grown at the Botanical Garden of the
'University of Michigan and were found to be tetraploid (Erlan
son, 4). These are interesting forms since, in some respects, they
' A herbarium specimen of R. rotundata Rydberg, from the type locality,
Franktown, near Reno, was seen in the herbarium of the Nevada Agricultural
Experiment Station. It is a flowering specimen, but seems to me to belong to
the group of R. catifornica, being nearest to R. myriantha Carr. Tidestrom
(li) gives the range of R. rotundata as "western Nevada and California."
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appear to be intermediate between It. californica C. & S. and such
diploid species as It. pub('rulenta and It. pyrifera.
It. ('(Itifo,',, ira. %VILM 1)1 )I4('I' VIiI I III I(I Sac!rai cii I IIP VaI I(i,y nt
ihIcliicg, but not in the Mount Shasta region nor in southern
Oregon.
TABLE IV
COMBINATIONS Or CIIAItAcTSUISTICS IN rips GROUP
OF Rosa californica
A. HIPS 1.JRCEOLATE OR ELLIPSOID
a. Prickles curved
Leaflets glabrous- Leaflets pubescent- Leaflets pubescent- Leaflets glabrous
eglandular
eglandular
glandular
glandular
R. californica
R. Aldersonii
R. Greenei
R. Breweri
R. myriantha

b. Prickles straight
R. myriantha
B. HIPS OLOBOSE
a. Prickles curved
R. brachycarpa
b. Prickles straight
R. Johnstonii
R. Dudleyi
R. rotundata
R. Sankze-Cruth
? R. corymbifiora

Dwarf
? R. spithamea

On the coast of California
This group of ruses is adapted to arid habitats, but many
plants were observed that seemed to be suffering from desiccation.
The scarcity of water gives a scattered distribution to R. californica
and nowhere, in the regions visited along the coast, is it as abun
dant as are the diploid species in the Great Basin.
Flowering turions were seen in Marin County and San Ber
nardino County. They are not as frequent as on the tetraploids
of the great plains east of the Rocky Mountains. Hurst (7) has
pointed out that perpetual flowering and dwarf habit are usually
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linked in Rosa. R. californica affords an example of occasional
(V)(' fiLl IloweilII U it Lull 1 iriii
Tim i3hIU'&t t(tI1 iillthi lit )arall ng (110 (II helet L fi ri s as iisoti I y
Greene and lty(lberg are all quite variable and umy be variously
combined. Individuals of R. catifornica were found on which
some prickles were straight and others curved; some hips were
almost globose and others had a distinct neck. Pubescent or
glandular pO(liC('lS are frequent in this group. All the (all forms
scent to be closely related to tIIIC aitoUier. Plants were found iiear
Berkeley and also in the south in San Bernardino County, vi Lb
many aborted hypanthia. In the southern specimens this may
be partially due to the drought.
There are several interesting forms of limited range which
appear to be related to this group, such as R. calavera Greene,
R. pinetorum Heller and R. spithamea S. Wats. The only specimen I collected was R. spitharnea var. sonomensis Jepson on
Mount Tamalpais. The cytology of these forms might throw
some light upon the origin and relationships of the western
tetraploid roses.
R. pinetorum is in some respects intermediate between R.
nutkana and R. californica.
SUMMARY
1. The recurring variations observed in five large groups of
wild roses in Utah, Nevada, Oregon and California are enumerated.
2. The combinations of these variations have been tabulated
in an attempt to give the numerous named forms their reslmehi vo
values. The species have been grouped under It. lt'ooilsii, R.
pisocarpa, R. gyninocarpa, R. nutkana and R. californica.
3. Some unusual combinations of characteristics were found,
but a further multiplication of specific names is considered inex
pedient until the relationships of the forms are better understood.
4. The species within each group or collective species appear
to be "hybrid swarms" and not true cases of parallel variation.
5. Roses belonging to the group of R. Woodsii with puberulent
branches were found in Utah and Nevada.
6. R. Durandii was found near Corvallis, Oregon; also two
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scinisterile bushes which appeared to be R. pisocarpa X hexa7. l'XC('Mf4l VO tltttitgti L Or IIIHU(licleilL sunlight IlItLy prevent
normal fruit production in some roses. R. gymnnocarpa is shade
tolerant.
8. A pyriform fruited plant in the group of R. nutkana was
found in Oregon. Another form with hispid fruits like R. Mac
1)ougati, hut, s(,InisLeriIe, is reported from Eureka, California.
UNIvmsi'rr OF MICIuGAN
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